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Abstract. Path-key establishment has become accepted as a commonly used solution
in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for protecting node-to-node communications from
malicious attacks. Unfortunately, traditional security approaches are not well suited
to WSNs due to their limited computational/communication abilities and memory, and
their vulnerable-to-attack structure. Moreover, to extend lifetime and usability of sensor networks, power conservation and scalability are required in the design of sensor
network schemes. In this paper, we propose an efficient sensor-to-sensor authenticated
path-key establishment (ES2S-APKE) scheme for wireless sensor networks. ES2S-APKE
accomplishes node authentication and pairwise key establishment by applying well-known
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and using cluster-based sensor groups. In clustered
sensor networks, a back-end system creates a view of the credential authority (CA) and
provides credential update service for all involved nodes in the network, including sink
nodes and sensor nodes. A ticket scheme is introduced to provide efficient S2S path-key
establishment service. Finally, the security and performance of our proposed ES2S-APKE
is compared with Lee’s [19] and Varadharajan’s [32] schemes.
Keywords: Ad hoc networks, elliptic curve cryptography, mutual authentication, path
key establishment, security, wireless sensor networks.
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1. Introduction. Wireless sensor networks are formed dynamically by a number of sensor nodes. In a
wireless sensor network, when sensors deploy in a designated area, they must pass an identity authentication examination by their corresponding sink nodes in order to identify both trustworthy and unreliable
nodes from a security standpoint. Through this identity authentication process, the controller node (also
called sink node) can determine if the sensor information can be trusted and unauthorized nodes can be
isolated from networks during the identity authentication procedure. After a sensor passes the identity
authentication check of a sink node, the packets transmitted between a sensor and the sink node must
be kept secret while a sensor sends its data. They must establish a session key to be used between them
for securing their subsequent communications.
As sensors have limited resources and are expensive to install, computational and communication
overhead must be kept at a minimum. Hence the proposed scheme must be devised with a view towards
minimizing power consumption and ensuring that the sensor nodes in the network are dormant. For
example, some sensor nodes in a period of dormancy might not reply to the sensed messages in order to
extend their usage life. Moreover, compared with traditional communication networks, some characteristic
considerations surrounding wireless sensor networks are discussed and addressed in the design of WSNs,
including: non-centralized architecture, self-organization, and dynamic topology etc.
In the following, we identify general considerations regarding WSNs currently of interest to researchers,
introduce four main security threats to WSNs caused by active intruders, and finally state several key
goals of our proposed ES2S-APKE scheme.

1.1. General Considerations of WSNs. In this section, we will briefly introduce the essential criteria
that a wireless sensor network should satisfy the following considerations [1, 10, 14, 23, 25, 30]:
• Hardware constraints: These regard the physical properties and many constraints on proposed
hardware; for example, that of limited energy. In addition, due to limited volume of the sensor,
some sensors have physical constraints on the amount of storage, bandwidth, energy, and limited
computational ability they can provide.
• Communication types: The existing routing protocols show that there are three main types of
communications in WSNs; including direct, clustering-based, and multi-hops communication. In
direct communication, every sensor node transmits its sensor data to a sink node and the sink
node is responsible for collecting these data to back-end manager node for further processing. In
clustering communication, all sensor nodes are divided into several groups and each cluster head
node is responsible for collecting data within its group. Multi-hops communication is used because
the communication range of a sensor is assumed to be limited and the intermediate nodes maybe
used for transmitting the communication packets to each other on their path between the source
node and the destination node.
• Scalability: Another consideration is the scalability of sensor networks. In this case, networking
must continue functioning regardless of the number of sensors placed.
• Fault tolerance: Due to the environmental influence on sensors, many contingencies have been
addressed in sensor networks; for example, sensors may crash or power failures might occur. Such
problems must be avoided by fault tolerance strategies to maintain functionality.
• Power saving: When sensors are distributed to monitor environments of interest, these sensors
may be required to function over a span of several weeks, even several months. Therefore, how
to provide a mechanism of saving power (such as intermittent rest periods) to extend lifespan is
highly important. In general, too much power is consumed during the message transmitted phase.
• Production costs: Depending on the orientation of the sensor network, a large number of sensors
might be scattered randomly over a given environment; such as in the case of weather monitoring.
If the overall cost is appropriate for sensor networks and it will be more acceptable and successful
to users which need careful consideration. As a result, tamper protection is usually unavailable for
sensor nodes and malicious persons may extract compromising cryptographic information from a
sensor node.
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1.2. Security Threats of WSNs. In this subsection, we introduce the four main security threats to
WSNs, including: node replication, impersonation, wormhole, and compromised node attacks. Since
wireless sensor networks are easily compromised by intruders due to their lack of tamper resistance, four
types of attacks are anticipated.
• Node replication attack: In node replication attacks, when a sensor node is compromised by
an intruder, he/she can directly place many replicas of this compromised node at different areas
within the networks. Thus, the intruder may use these compromised nodes to subvert the network
functionalities, for example by injecting false data.
• Impersonation attack: These kinds of attacks are also called sybil attcks [22]. In sybil attacks, a
sensor node can illegitimately claim multiple identities by either directly forging false identities, or
else impersonating legal identities. This harmful attack may lead to serious threats to distributed
storage, routing algorithms, data aggregation, and voting protocols.
• Wormhole attack: For wormhole attacks [26], the malicious node may be located within transmission range of legitimate nodes while legitimate nodes are not themselves within transmission
range of each other. Thus, the malicious node can tunnel control traffic between legitimate nodes
and nonexistent links which in fact are controlled by the malicious node. Later, the malicious node
can drop tunnelled packets or carry out attacks on routing protocols.
• Compromised node attack: For the internal attacks, due to the lack of tamper resistance in
sensor nodes, an intruder may compromise a sensor node and use it to establish communication
channels with non-compromised sensors to launch other more serious attacks within the sensor
network.

1.3. The Goals of Our ES2S-APKE Scheme. According to the above-mentioned requirements of
WSNs, in the following, some of the general goals and security issues that should be treated in WSNs. Our
scheme aims to achieve the following requirements for evaluating new path-key establishment schemes in
WSNs:
• Mutual authentication: The scheme can achieve mutual authentication during the proposed
sensor identification phase and two paradigms of path-key establishment phases. Not only can sink
nodes and valid sensors verify each other every session, but two communication sensors can verify
each other.
• Availability: The availability of the network should not be affected even if sensors can only
provide limited storage, limited power, and limited computational ability. Therefore, a mechanism
regulating of sleep patterns is necessary for a sensor to extend its lifetime.
• Location awareness: The damage cannot be spread from the victimized area to the entire network
by security attacks even if the sensor node is compromised. A secure communication scheme must
limit the damage’s scope caused by the intruders; the mechanism of location awareness is used in
our scheme for this purpose.
• No verification table: The verification tables are not required to be stored inside the sink nodes
to prevent stolen-verifier attacks [31].
• Confidentiality: Path-key establishment in every session must be secure against malicious intruders even if those intruders collect transmission packets.
• Perfect forward secrecy: In a two-party path-key establishment, a scheme is said to have perfect
forward secrecy if revealing of the secret key to an intruder cannot help him/her derive the session
keys of past sessions.
• Key revocation: When the back-end system or the sink node decides to terminate a sensor
utilizing task, or when a sensor is lost, the sensor must not be allowed to make use of the credential
which it stores to connect to networks.
• Re-keying: By introducing a re-keying mechanism, a sink node can conveniently update a sensor’s
credential without the intervention of back-end system for the purpose of reducing the communication interactions and management burden on that back-end system.
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• Prevention of four main security threats: As described in Section 1.2, the proposed scheme
must resist four major security threats (Node replication/Impersonation/Wormhole/Compromised
node attacks) in securing WSNs.
1.4. Outline. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works dealing
with path-key establishment in WSNs. Details of the proposed ES2S-APKE scheme are described in
Section 3. A performance evaluation of the proposed approach and comparisons between related clusterbased schemes and our scheme are conducted in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are given in Section
5.
2. Related Works. Recently, several path-key establishment schemes have been proposed to secure
communications in wireless sensor networks [6, 8, 15, 28, 33, 34, 35]. A naive solution to this problem
would be store a master key in all deployed sensor nodes and the storage overhead is light for each sensor
node as it needs only one master key regardless of the network size. However, this solution fails to prevent
security breaches and thus is impracticable for WSNs whose sensor nodes lack tamper resistance and are
easy for an attacker to compromise, leaving all the secrets in those networks known to the attacker. In
addition, the attacker may manipulate an internal compromised node to launch other malicious attacks,
and thus the network is rendered useless by poor security. The other extreme solution is to store a set of
n − 1 pairwise keys in each sensor node before deployment in such a way that it shares a unique pairwise
key with all other nodes in the network, where n is the number of sensor nodes in the network. However,
this solution leads to a large amount of key storage that grows linearly with network size, and is therefore
not scalable and impracticable due to the very limited local memory of a sensor node. Therefore, many
key pre-distributed schemes have been proposed to reduce this storage requirement. Any two sensors
will share some pre-loaded key information in order to establish a common path-key. However, if a small
number of sensor nodes are compromised by an attacker and this problem may expose a large fraction
of common path-keys between non-compromised nodes [20, 28]. As a result, unlike the conventional
key pre-distribution schemes in [2, 3, 9, 12, 28] that attempt to reduce key storage before sensor node
deployment. We propose a scalable scheme for key management in dynamic sensor networks without
pre-loading key information of other sensor nodes to reduce the overhead of key storage and the damage
resulting from compromised node attacks.
Also, security in a wireless sensor network is very different from that in classical mobile ad hoc networks. In order to reduce the power consumption of limited-resource sensors and enhance scalability
[1, 10], cluster-based path-key establishment schemes [4, 11, 16, 24, 29] have been proposed for WSNs
in particular. In clustered (hierarchical) WSNs, sensor nodes are typically organized into many clusters,
with cluster controllers collecting sense data from ordinary sensor nodes in the managed cluster to the
back-end system. Furthermore, compared to mobile ad hoc networks, when sensor nodes are randomly
deployed in a designated area, they only infrequently move from one cluster to another, and thus mobility is not a critical issue in WSNs. However, after several weeks or months of deployment, some sensor
nodes in the network may exhaust their power due to continued operation. Therefore, the sleep patterns
are required to extend the availability of WSNs and re-key freshness should guarantee that each shared
path-key (session key) is fresh [10]. This also implies that a sensor node joined in WSNs has been authenticated. The proposed scheme issue each sensor node a preloaded certificate which includes lifetime
to set the bootstrapping time and identity information to prove itself, thus allowing it to be joined into
the sensor network. As a result, our credential-based scheme can reduce the key storage requirements of
limited-resource sensors and prevent invalid sensor nodes from joining the sensor networks at the very beginning. Moreover, the back-end system can arrange sensor nodes with different periods of bootstrapping
time by updating the credential, leaving sensors operated or slept into the networks by turns. Finally, the
problem related to lifetime extension of WSNs is solved by introducing a credential update procedure.
3. ES2S-APKE: An Efficient S2S-APKE Scheme. In our proposed ES2S-APKE scheme, a sample
of system architecture for securing communications over a wireless sensor network (WSN) is given in
Figure 1. A distributed structure of WSN consists of three types of participants, namely: a powerful
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back-end system, sink nodes, and sensor nodes. In Figure 1, a sense field has 9 hexagonal grids of
sensor nodes based on geographical and deployment knowledge. A number of sensor nodes are uniformly
distributed into hexagonal grids and each grid has a designated grid controller called sink node, which
plays a privileged role for sensor-to-sensor path-key establishment and is responsible for identifying the
validity of sensor nodes in its managed grid. The back-end system will generate a grid-secret key for all
sink nodes, and each sink node has its own secret key which is also issued by back-end system. Then,
each sink node is responsible for collecting all sensed data of its managed grid to the back-end system
for further processing from sensor nodes under the grid for which it is responsible. In addition, all sensor
data transmitted between participants should be verified and protected in the scheme; and thus even if an
intruder eavesdrops on the communications between nodes or injects illegal sensor data into networks, the
scheme still provides an adequate level of security. Furthermore, the ES2S-APKE scheme also takes into
account the hardware and resource constraints of sensor nodes by minimizing computational overhead
without resorting to conventional asymmetric cryptographic solutions. We largely succeed in ensuring
that the ES2S-APKE scheme maintains low computational overhead using Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC) [17, 21] for WSNs, as can been seen in a detailed description of our proposed ES2S-APKE scheme.
Motivated by the types of security threats mentioned in Section 1, our ES2S-APKE scheme accomplishes two main tasks. One is sensor node identification and the other is sensor-to-sensor path-key
establishment. For sensor node identification, a deployed sensor node will prove its identity to its designated sink node and convinces the sink node that it is legal to participate in the sensor network during
the sensor node identification phase. For sensor-to-sensor path-key establishment, a path-key is established by two communication nodes to protect communications. There are two types of sensor-to-sensor
path-key establishment, namely: intra-grid communication and inter-grid communication. As a result,
the ES2S-APKE scheme consists of five phases, namely: a predeployment phase, a sensor node identification phase, a credential update phase, a intra-grid path-key establishment phase, and a inter-grid
path-key establishment phase. The goal of the sensor node identification phase is to identify whether
or not a sensor node is allowed to participate the sensor network. Thus, an invalid outsider would be
unable to send malevolent data into the networks and the sink node can confirm that received sensor data
has come from a valid sensor node, not from malicious outsiders. In addition, the goal of the credential
update phase is that a sink node can quickly update a sensor’s credential without the help of a back-end
system to reduce the communication steps between the back-end system, and to alleviate the burden
of back-end system. Finally, the proposed ES2S-APKE scheme allows two sensor nodes to agree on a
common path-key to protect later communications without adapting heavy computations; thus reducing
power consumption on sensor nodes. In Figure 2, two general paradigms for intra-grid and inter-grid
communications are presented and the details of ES2S-APKE scheme are described as follows.

Figure 1. The structure of WSN
3.1. Notations and Assumptions. Before presenting the details of our ES2S-APKE scheme, we must
outline some basic notations and assumptions seen in Tables 1 and 2 and used throughout this paper.
During sensor-to-sensor path-key establishment phase, an attacker may launch Sybil, node replication,
wormhole, node compromised, or eavesdropping attacks in WSNs. However, we assume that the sink
nodes and the back-end system in ES2S-APKE scheme are trusted entities and not captured by attackers.
3.2. Predeployment Phase. Before a number of sensor nodes are deployed, the BS preloads each
sensor node with a set of sensor node parameters which stores the elliptic curve E(Fq ), the cyclic group
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Table 1. Notations
(G, P )

IDi
BS
SIDj
GIDj
Ci
SKij
GSK
Ki
Li
Ti
ni
T icketij
H(.)
M ACi,j

a||b
EK [.]
DK [.]

A cyclic group G = hP i of pints over the elliptic curve E(Fq ) and its
generator point of order n, where Fq is a finite field, q is a large odd
√
prime of at least 160 bits, and n > 4 q.
The identity of sensor node i.
The back-end system.
The identity of sink node j.
The identity of sense grid j.
The credential of sensor node i which is issued by BS.
The common path-key established by node i and j.
The grid-secret key shared among all sink nodes in the network.
The secret key of sink node i.
A lifetime which the sensor node i allowed to join the sensor network.
The bootstrapping time of sensor node i.
A nonce which is generated by node i.
A ticket which is generated by sink node for one sensor node i to
communicate with another sensor node j.
A public and collision-free one-way hash function.
The message authentication code which is generated by node i and it
would be verified by node j and is defined by M AC = H(k; m), where
m denotes the message under the protection key of k.
Concatenation of message a and b.
The symmetric encryption function with key K.
The symmetric decryption function with key K.

Table 2. Assumptions
A-1

A-2
A-3

A-4

A-5

All sensor nodes have the same transmission range and the links between
connected nodes are bidirectional wireless links. Each sensor or sink node
has a unique, non-zero, and integer-valued ID. The grid-secret key is only
shared and keep secret between sink nodes that participate in the networks.
Similarly, the secret key of sink node is undisclosed to any others.
Each node is capable of executing ESK [.], DSK [.], and H(.) algorithms.
The proposed protocol provides perfect forward secrecy meaning if the
sensor’s credential, grid-secret key and two communication nodes’ session
key are simultaneously revealed to an attacker, the attacker is still unable to
derive the session keys of previous sessions because to do this is as difficult as
solving the Diffie-Hellman problem over ECDLP.
We assume that ES2S-AKE scheme does not provide a mechanism to against a
Denial-of-Service (DOS) attack. For this attack, an attacker can simply disrupt,
subvert, or destroy a network and this kind of attack is common though to all
schemes, which is not our research focus in this paper.
A sink node has more computational and communication ability than normal
sensor nodes and it is a trusted and non-compromised node at which all legal
sensors have to identify by it in advance. Moreover, the back-end system must
update some system parameters and privately send them for involved sink nodes.
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Figure 2. General paradigms of intra-grid (a) and inter-grid (b) communications
G over E(Fq ), the generator P , the sensor identity IDi , the identity of designated sink node SIDj ,
the identity of sensing grid GIDj , the bootstrapping time Ti , the lifetime Li , and the credential Ci =
H(Kj ||IDi ||SIDj ||GIDj ||Ti ||Li ) for further authentication during the sensor node identification phase,
where Kj is its designated sink node’s secret key.
For each sink node Sj , the BS preloads it with a set of sink node parameters, including E(Fq ), the
cyclic group G over E(Fq ), the generator P , the sink node identity SIDj , the identity of responsible grid
GIDj , the shared grid-secret key GSK, and the sink node Sj ’s secret key Kj . Note that Sj only protects
its own secret key Kj and it does not need to store a verification table in the database; therefore taking
advantage to prevent stolen-verifier attacks.
3.3. Sensor Node Identification Phase. In Figure 3, the flowchart of the sensor node identification
phase is provided. When a sensor node bootstraps itself with its designated sink node to join a wireless
sensor network, it can be accepted only if it has a legal credential Ci issued by back-end system, and its
bootstrapping time Ti must be within a tolerance period of current time. The sensor node identification
phase will perform the following steps:
Ni

Sj
IDi , Ti , Li , M1

✲

M 2 , M3
✛
M4
✲
❄

❄

Figure 3. The flowchart of sensor node identification phase.
1. At the beginning, a sensor node Ni generates a random number ri ∈ Z∗q , computes M1 = Ci · ri P ,
and sends (IDi , Ti , Li , M1 ) to its designated sink node Sj .
2. When the sink node Sj receives the packet, Sj first checks Ti and Li . If above are invalid, stop;
otherwise, Sj computes Ci′ = H(Kj ||IDi ||SIDj ||GIDj ||Ti ||Li ) and M1′ = Ci′−1 M1 = (Ci′−1 · Ci ·
ri )P = ri P . Moreover, Sj generates a random number rj ∈ Z∗q and computes M2 = rj P , SKij =
rj M1′ = ri rj P , and M3 = H(SIDj ||IDi ||M1′ ||M2 ||SKij ). Finally, Sj sends (M2 , M3 ) to Ni .
′
3. When the sensor node Ni receives the packet, Ni computes ri P and SKij
= ri M2 = ri rj P and
′
checks whether H(SIDj ||IDi ||ri P ||M2 ||SKij ) = M3 holds or not. If it holds, it means that Sj is
′
authenticated by Ni and Ni will compute M4 = H(IDi ||SIDj ||SKij
) and send it to Sj ; otherwise,
Ni discards the packet and stops.
4. When the sink node Sj receives the packet, Sj computes M4′ = H(IDi ||SIDj ||SKij ) and checks
whether M4′ = M4 holds or not. If it does not hold, stop; otherwise, Ni is authenticated by Sj
and mutual authentication is accomplished between Ni and Sj . Finally, Ni is allowed to join
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the sensor network and the common path-key SKij is used as a session key for securing further
communications.
3.4. Credential Update Phase. If the lifetime of a sensor’s credential is expired or its designated sink
node wants to change their secret key from Kj into Kj′ , the following procedure is performed.
1. The sink node Sj calculates new credential Ci′ as Ci′ = H(Kj′ ||IDi ||SIDj ||GIDj ||Ti′ ||L′i ) and sends
ESKij [Ci′ , Ti′ , L′i ] to the sensor node Ni , where Kj′ is Sj ’s new secret key, Ti′ and L′i are new
bootstrapping time and new lifetime, respectively.
2. When the sensor node Ni receives the packet, Ni reveals (Ci′ , Ti′ , L′i ) by computing DSKij [ESKij [Ci′ , Ti′ , L′i ]]
and updates the old credential (Ci , Ti , Li ) on the memory to set the new credential (Ci′ , Ti′ , L′i ).
3. At the time of bootstrapping, Ni bootstraps itself to Sj and the authentication procedures are the
same as in the previous sensor node identification phase mentioned in Section 3.3.
3.5. Intra-Grid Path-Key Establishment Phase. After a sink node Sj verifies the validity of all
sensor nodes in its management grid GIDj , two legal sensor nodes, Na and Nb , in GIDj can calculate
a common path-key to ensure secure communications with Sj ’s help. This is due to the fact that there
is no additional deployment information or preloaded keys that need to be stored in sensor nodes for
reducing storage overhead. As a result, Sj will issue a ticket for Na and Nb to establish a path-key; the
handshake for intra-grid path-key establishment between a sink node Sj and two sensor nodes Na and
Nb is depicted in Figure 4.
Sj
✛

Na
IDa , IDb , M1
M 2 , M3

✛

Nb

M ACNa ,Sj

✲
IDa , IDb , T icketab ,
ET K [ra P ||M ACNa ,Nb ]

✲

ET K [rb P ||M ACNb ,Na ]
✛
M ACNa ,Nb
❄

❄

✲
❄

Figure 4. Handshake between a sink node Sj and two sensor nodes Na
and Nb for intra-grid path-key establishment phase.
The ES2S-APKE scheme for intra-grid path-key establishment phase works as follows:
1. Na chooses a random number rx from Z∗q , computes M1 = ESKaj [rx P, na ] and sends (IDa , IDb , M1 )
to Sj , where SKaj is a pre-computed session key between Sj and Na , and na is a nonce.
2. Sj obtains rx P and na by decrypting M1 , chooses ry ∈ Z∗q randomly, and computes M2 =
ESKaj [ry P, na + 1] and M3 = EK [SIDj ||IDa ||IDb ||rx P ||
T icketab ||T K||TL ], where K = rx ry P , T K is a temporary secret key, TL is a lifetime for T icketab ,
and T icketab = ESKbj [SIDj ||IDa ||IDb ||T K||TL ]. Then, Sj sends (M2 , M3 ) to Na .
3. Upon receiving (M2 , M3 ) from Sj , Na obtains ry P and verifies the validity of na + 1 by decrypting
M2 . If it holds, Na computes K = rx · ry P and reveals (SIDj ||IDa ||IDb ||rx P ||T icketab ||T K||TL )
by decrypting M3 . Na also checks whether rx P is correct or not. If it holds, Na believes that
it really is communicating with Sj . Then, Na sends an additional message authentication code
M ACNa ,Sj = H(K; ry P ) to Sj . Sj checks whether K and ry P are correct or not. If it succeeds,
Sj also believes that it really is communicating with Na .
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4. Na generates a random value ra ∈ Z∗q and makes ET K [ra P ||M ACNa ,Nb = H(T K; ra P )]. Then, Na
sends IDa , IDb , T icketab , and ET K [ra P ||M ACNa ,Nb ] to Nb .
5. Nb obtains T K by decrypting T icketab using a pre-computed session key SKbj . Then, Nb further
reveals (ra P, M ACNa ,Nb ) by decrypting ET K [ra P ||M ACNa ,Nb ] using T K. Then, Nb examines the
validity of ra P by checking M ACNa ,Nb . If the validation processes succeed, Nb chooses rb ∈ Z∗q
randomly, computes ET K [rb P ||M ACNb ,Na = H(SKab ; rb P )] and sends it to Na , where M ACNb ,Na
is used for key confirmation and SKab = rb · ra P is a common path-key established by Na and Nb
and it is used for securing later communications.
6. Upon receiving the message from Nb , for key confirmation, Na reveals rb P , computes SKab =
ra · rb P , and checks the validity of H(SKab ; rb P ). If the key confirmation succeed, Na convinces
that SKab is established by Na and Nb and sends M ACNa ,Nb = H(SKab ; ra P ) to Nb for mutual
authentication of SKab . Finally, Nb checks the validity of M ACNa ,Nb . If it holds, Nb also believes
that SKab is established by them.
3.6. Inter-Grid Path-Key Establishment Phase. In this phase, the communications of two sensor
nodes are in different sense grids. Figure 5 shows the handshake between two sink nodes, Si and Sj , and
two sensor nodes, Na and Nb , during the inter-grid path-key establishment phase, where Na belongs to
GIDi (sink node Si ) and Nb belongs to GIDj (sink node Sj ). In Figure 5, we assume that node Na
wants to establish a path-key with node Nb , and that the transmission path of the Nb is known. The
ES2S-APKE scheme for inter-grid path-key establishment phase works as follows:
Si
✛

Na

Sj

IDa , IDb , M1
M 2 , M3

✛

Nb

M ACNa ,Si

✲
IDa , IDb , T icketab ,
ET K [ra P ||M ACNa ,Nb ]
✲
IDb , T icketab , M4
✛

✲

M 5 , M6
M ACNb ,Sj

✲

ET K [rb P ||M ACNb ,Na ]
✛
M ACNa ,Nb
❄

❄

✲
❄

❄

Figure 5. Handshake between two sink nodes Si and Sj and two sensor
nodes Na and Nb for inter-grid path-key establishment phase.
1. Na generates a random number rx from Z∗q , makes M1 = ESKai [rx P, na ] and sends (IDa , IDb , M1 )
to Si .
2. Si obtains rx P and na by decrypting M1 , chooses ry ∈ Z∗q randomly, and calculates M2 =
ESKai [ry P, na + 1] and M3 = EK [SIDi ||SIDj ||IDa ||IDb ||rx P ||
T icketab ||T K||TL ], where K = rx ry P , T icketab = EGSK [SIDi ||SIDj ||IDa ||IDb ||T K||TL ], and
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3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

GSK is a grid-secret key shared among all sink nodes in the network. Then, Si sends (M2 , M3 ) to
Na .
On receiving the message (M2 , M3 ) from Si , Na first reveals (ry P, na + 1) by decrypting M2 and
checks the validity of na + 1 for freshness checking. If it holds, Na can derive corresponding session
key K = rx · ry P and decrypt M3 to get (SIDi ||SIDj ||IDa ||IDb ||rx P ||T icketab ||T K||TL ). Then,
Na checks the authenticity of rx P . If it is true, Na believes that it really communicates with Si and
responses M ACNa ,Si = H(K; ry P ) to Si . On receiving the message from Na , Si verifies whether
K and ry P are correct or not. If it succeeds, Si also believes that it really is communicating with
Na .
Na generates a random value ra ∈ Z∗q and makes ET K [ra P ||M ACNa ,Nb = H(T K; ra P )]. Then, Na
sends IDa , IDb , T icketab , and ET K [ra P ||M ACNa ,Nb ] to Nb .
On receiving the message from Na , Nb generates a random value ri ∈ Z∗q , makes M4 = ESKbj [ri P, nb ],
and forwards (IDb , T icketab , M4 ) to Sj .
On receiving the message from Nb , Sj decrypts M4 to get (ri P, nb ) using the pre-computed path-key
SKbj , generates a random value rj ∈ Z∗q , computes K ′ = rj · ri P , and makes M5 = ESKbj [rj P, nb +
1]. In addition, Sj decrypts T icketab to get (SIDi ||SIDj ||IDa ||IDb ||T K||TL ) using the common
grid-secret key GSK and makes M6 = EK ′ [SIDi ||SIDj ||IDa ||
IDb ||ri P ||T K||TL ]. Finally, Sj sends (M5 , M6 ) to Nb .
On receiving the message from Sj , Nb decrypts M5 to get (rj P, nb + 1) and checks the authenticity
of nb + 1. If it is true, Nb is convinced that it really is communicating with Sj and computes
K ′ = ri · rj P . For mutual authentication, Nb sends M ACNb ,Sj = H(K ′ ; rj P ) to Sj and Sj will
check the authenticity of M ACNb ,Sj . If it is true, Sj also believes that it really is communicating
with Nb .
When K ′ is derived, Nb can use it to decrypt M6 to get (SIDi ||SIDj ||IDa ||
IDb ||ri P ||T K||TL ). Moreover, Nb uses T K to decrypt ET K [ra P ||M ACNa ,Nb ] to get (ra P ||M ACNa ,Nb )
and checks the authenticity of M ACNa ,Nb by determining whether H(T K; ra P ) = M ACNa ,Nb is
true or not. If it is true, Nb generates a random value rb ∈ Z∗q and derives the common pathkey SKab = rb · ra P . For key establishment, Nb makes M ACNb ,Na = H(SKab ; rb P ) and sends
ET K [rb P ||M ACNb ,Na ] to Na .
On receiving the message from Nb , Na decrypts it to get (rb P ||M ACNb ,Na ) and computes SKab =
ra · rb P to check if H(SKab ; rb P ) = M ACNb ,Na is true or not. If it is true, Na is convinced that
the path-key SKab is really established with Nb and sends M ACNa ,Nb = H(SKab ; ra P ) to Nb for
mutual authentication. Finally, Nb checks the authenticity of M ACNa ,Nb . If it is true, Nb also is
convinced that SKab is really established with Na and it is used for securing later communications
between Na and Nb .

4. Analysis of ES2S-APKE Scheme. In the section, we analyze the essential requirements and security of the ES2S-APKE scheme and show a performance evaluation of the proposed ES2S-APKE scheme
in terms of the computational and communicative costs.
4.1. Properties Analysis. In this subsection, we describe how our proposed ES2S-APKE scheme
achieves the security-related properties listed in Section 1.3.
Mutual authentication: The ES2S-APKE scheme copes with this requirement by introducing a
challenge-response mechanism, as described in Section 3. During the sensor node identification
phase, the sensor node is authenticated based on its authorized credential in the sense that the
sink node verifies that the sensor node is indeed legal and authorized. In addition, the sink node
authenticates itself to the sensor node by showing the knowledge of its own secret key. Moreover,
for two general paradigms of intra-grid and inter-grid sensor-to-sensor path-key establishment, the
ES2S-APKE scheme provides mutual authentication not only between two communication sensors
but also between the sensor node and the corresponding sink node.
Sleep pattern: The sleep pattern is highly necessary in WSNs to extend the availability of the
networks. Therefore, in the ES2S-APKE scheme, the sink node can set fresh bootstrapping times
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for live sensors while other sensor nodes can shut down to save power. Different sensor nodes are
operated according to the bootstrapping times to which they belong and the lifetime of WSNs is
therefore extended in a differentiated way.
Location awareness: If an attacker is able to compromise a sensor node’s secret information somehow and tries to impersonate the identity of this sensor to replicate to other sensor grids, he/she
will fail. This is due to the fact that he/she cannot start using the compromised sensor without a
legal credential. No one can tamper with the location information of compromised credentials, and
thus our proposed location-aware mechanism can be used to control the damage for spreading out
over the whole network from the compromised node if that node is unable to sustain compromise
for a preset time interval.
No verification table: Since there are not any passwords or verification tables stored in the sink
nodes, stolen-verifier attacks can not work in ES2S-APKE scheme. Moreover, our scheme can
reduce the burden of the sink node’s management overhead and the sink node Sj ’s secret key Kj
is protected by the secure one-way hash function H(.).
Security of path-key establishment: The common path-key SKab = ra · rb P is known to no one
but the Na and Nb since the random values ra and rb are only known to Na and Nb , respectively.
Moreover, the common path-key is established according to the Diffie-Hellman algorithm [7] over
ECDLP (Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem), and two sensors can negotiate a common
path-key to provide secure communications in our ES2S-APKE scheme after they authenticate each
other.
Perfect forward secrecy: For the inter-grid path-key establishment phase discussed in Section 3.6,
we assume that the temporary key T K is known by an attacker. Then the attacker can decrypt
ET K [ra P ||M ACNa ,Nb ] and ET K [rb P ||M ACNb ,Na ] in steps 4 and 8 to obtain ra P and rb P , respectively. However, he cannot derive SKab = ra · rb P = rb · ra P because the difficulty is similar to
solving the Diffie-Hellman problem over ECDLP. Thus, the common path-key remains secure and
our ES2S-APKE scheme provides perfect forward secrecy.
Key revocation: Unlike the addition of a sensor node to WSNs, the revocation of a sensor node
is much more complicated. When a sensor node is lost or it exhausts its power, it must not be
allowed to make use of the key information stored in local memory to connect to the network.
In our proposed ES2S-APKE scheme, the sink node has all the information of each sensor node
of its managed grid, making revocation easy. However, if the sensor node moves to another grid,
the corresponding sink node has no information about which nodes have been revoked. A simple
solution to this problem is to share a revocation list with each sink node. Despite the fact that the
lifetime of a credential has not expired, the sensor node will not be allowed to join the network and
the back-end system will reclaim this sensor to reset its credential so that it can prevent it being
used for compromised node attacks.
Re-keying: For the credential update phase discussed in Section 3.4, the old credential could be
updated freely between the sensor node and the corresponding sink node and the back-end system
does not interfere with them to reduce the burden of the back-end system. In addition, the backend system is still able to change the secret key stored in a sink node and the re-keying procedure
is performed by updating an old secret key. Thus, the sink node can use the new secret key to
generate new credentials for sensors in its managed grid without reclaiming them.
4.2. Security Analysis. In this part, we show how our scheme resists node replication, impersonation,
wormhole, and compromised node attacks as follows:
Node replication attack: By sensor identification, our ES2S-APKE scheme can prevent attackers
from directly deploying unauthorized nodes into the networks due to the impossibility of obtaining
the secret key of the sink node. Therefore, attackers are unable to forge certificates for malicious
sensors and the scheme ensures security by preventing malicious sensors from injecting false reports
to disrupt the network function.
Impersonation attack: In the sensor identification phase, if an attacker wants to impersonate a
sink node, he/she can compute a response message M1′ = Ci′−1 M1 = ri P to match the sensor
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contribution ri P . However, without knowing the secret key of the sink node Kj , it is impossible
for the attacker to compute a legal sink node response message due to the difficulty of inverting
the one-way hashing function H(.) and solving the Diffie-Hellman algorithm over ECDLP. On the
other hand, the naive way to impersonate a sensor is to intercept a valid login request, and then
replay it again. However, since the bootstrapping time is adopted to ensure the freshness of the
login request and such replaying attacks can be easily overcome. As a result, an attacker could
never impersonate someone to establish a session key with the sink node and he/she cannot request
any valid ticket to perform the sensor-to-sensor path-key establishment phase from the sink node.
Wormhole attack: In this attack, assume that two malicious nodes are working collusively for the
purpose of tunnelling an implicit channel to attack routing protocols. Let us consider the proposed
scheme assuming, an attacker wants to deploy two malicious sensors into the vicinities of honest
sensors. Corresponding secret channels should be first established between a malicious sensor and its
honest neighbors. However, without sending a valid ticket, two malicious sensors could not perform
sensor-to-sensor path-key establishment with the other honest nodes, and thus we conclude that
the ES2S-APKE scheme is secure against wormhole attacks.
Compromised node attack: In a wireless sensor network it is unavoidable that attackers will compromise deployment sensors to participate in the protocol. Subsequently, attackers can obtain the
secret information stored in a compromised node to affect other non-compromised nodes. Although
we do not prevent this, our credential-based scheme can prevent attackers from damaging the entire
network because they cannot alter the identity of sensor grid GIDj or derive the secret key Kj of
sink node Sj stored in the compromised node’s credential. As a result, this kind of attack is limited
to the vicinity of the compromised node in our scheme.
In the event that the attackers compromise a sensor node, it stays at the designated sensor area
without attacking the networks. Since new sensors are deployed into the vicinity of this compromised node, the compromised node can establish communication channels with them. Currently
no solutions can defeat these attacks [35]. As a consequence, one possible solution to such attacks
is to preset new paths reserved for new sensors only, and to store the preset knowledge in the corresponding sink node. The purpose of presetting new paths is to disallow old compromised nodes
from establishing communications with new non-compromised nodes, as it would be impossible for
the managed sink node to issue valid tickets to old nodes. This ensures new nodes are safe from
compromised attacks caused by old nodes.
4.3. Performance Analysis. In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the proposed ES2SAPKE scheme in terms of the total number of cryptographic operations performed during the identification and intra/inter path-key establishment phases. To evaluate performance, we define several
computational parameters as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

TExp : The time of modular exponentiation.
THa : The time of hashing operation.
TM ul : The time of multiplication operation.
TEmul : The time of multiplication of an integer and an elliptical curve point.
TSym : The time of symmetric encryption/decryption operation.
TAsym : The time of asymmetric encryption/decryption operation.

Computational overhead: For the communication round, multiple messages can be sent in a single
round between communicating parties. Owing to the requirement of scalability, too many interactions are not scalable in sensor networks. Therefore, sensor-to-sensor or sensor-to-controller must
take the communication rounds into account during the entirety of the interactions. In Tables 3,
4, and 5, we compare the performances of the involved phases of our scheme with the schemes
proposed in [19, 32] in terms of computational costs. Under the conditions introduced in [18], one
TExp operation is approximately equal to 240 TM ul operations, and one TEmul operation is approximately equal to 29 TM ul operations. Moreover, as introduced in [5, 27], one TAsym operation is
approximately equal to five-thirds TExp operation and one THa operation is at least 10 times faster
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Table 3. Comparisons of identification phase with related schemes

Sensor Ni
Sink node Sj
Rough estimation
Mutual authentication
Forward secrecy
Location aware
Re-keying

[19]
1TExp +2TSym +
2THa +2TM ul
1TExp +2TSym +
2THa +2TM ul
484TM ul +44THa
No
No
No
No

[32]
3TAsym +1THa
3TAsym +1THa

Ours
1TM ul +2THa +
2TEmul
2THa +3TEmul

2400TM ul +2THa
No
No
No
No

146TM ul +4THa
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 4. Comparisons of intra-grid communications with related schemes

Sensor Na
Sensor Nb
Sink node Sj
Rough estimation
Mutual authentication
Forward secrecy

[19]
2TSym +1THa
2TSym +1THa
4TSym
82THa
No
No

[32]
8TSym +4THa
8TSym +4THa
8TSym +4THa
252THa
Yes
No

Ours
5TSym +4THa +4TEmul
3TSym +3THa +2TEmul
3TSym +1THa +2TEmul
232TM ul +118THa
Yes
Yes

Table 5. Comparisons of inter-grid communications with related schemes

Sensor Na
Sensor Nb
Sink node Si
Sink node Sj
Rough estimation
Mutual authentication
Forward secrecy

[19]
2TSym +1THa
2TSym +1THa
4TSym
4TSym
122THa
No
No

[32]
4TSym +3THa +4TAsym
2THa +4TAsym
7TSym +4THa +1TAsym
3TSym +2THa +1TAsym
4000TM ul +152THa
No
No

Ours
5TSym +4THa +4TEmul
5TSym +4THa +4TEmul
4TSym +1THa +2TEmul
4TSym +1THa +2TEmul
348TM ul +190THa
Yes
Yes

than one TSym operation. Therefore, we learn that
1 TAsym ≈ 5/3 TExp , 1 TExp ≈ 240 TM ul , and 1 TAsym ≈ 400 TM ul .

1 TEmul ≈ 29 TM ul and 1 TSym ≈ 10 THa .

(1)
(2)

with respect to software. Table 3 shows that the identification phase of our proposed scheme is
extremely lightweight despite many additional security properties. The computational loads of the
involved parties of our scheme are approximately 25% and 6% of [19] and [32], respectively.
In addition, Tables 4 and 5 show that the computational loads of two intra/inter communications
of our proposed scheme are heavier than Lee-Chang’s scheme [19]. However, the proposed ES2SAPKE scheme is well suited to sensor networks as it achieves the basic security goals of mutual
authentication and perfect forward secrecy, and Lee-Chang’s scheme does not achieve these security
requirements. Also, it has been shown that ECC or symmetric computations need less computation
time than modular exponentiation computations, and ECC with a 160-bit key size can be instead
1024-bit key size in RSA and ElGamal solutions [13]. On the other hand, although Varadharajan
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et al.’s scheme [32] achieves non-repudiation, it will have great trouble in performing asymmetric
operations for every sensor in each ongoing session due to its constrained computational capability.
Hence, our scheme employing ECC can achieve much higher saving in energy and bandwidth. As
a result, we believe that the performance of our proposed ES2S-APKE scheme is acceptable for
sensor nodes and can be practically applied over WSNs.
Communication overhead: Any two parties in the proposed scheme require three rounds to accomplish mutual authentication and session key establishment. Note that three rounds is the minimum
number needed for any authenticated key establishment scheme with mutual authentication to
fulfill its goal. As a result, the proposed ES2S-APKE scheme is highly efficient in the sense of
communication overhead.
Storage overhead: While sensors are bootstrapping and authenticating themselves to the sink node
Sj , the sink node Sj only stores three values (IDi , Li , SKij ) for each currently in-use sensor. In
addition, each sensor node stores one nonce and two contributions for each ongoing session. Once
two sensors agree on the common path-key which is established and only shared between them, each
sensor maintains no permanent partial key information and only stores one path-key per session.
Management overhead: The proposed ES2S-APKE scheme achieves low management overheads
because the sink node does not need to maintain one certificate per sensor and each credential is still
secure against malicious attacks as discussed in the previous subsection. On the other side, each
sensor only needs to maintain its own certificate it belongs to and it does not require to maintain
a member list that contains the identities and the corresponding credentials of current members of
participating grid.
5. Conclusions. In this paper, a hierarchical and efficient sensor-to-sensor authenticated path-key establishment (ES2S-APKE) scheme based on elliptic curve cryptography for wireless sensor networks is
proposed. The primary features of the ES2S-APKE scheme are: (1) mutual authentication and perfect
forward secrecy are achieved in three rounds of message exchange; (2) the scheme can defend against
most of the well-recognized attacks presented in Section 1.2, even if the sensor node is compromised; (3)
the sink node has no need to store verification tables; (4) the mechanisms of location awareness and key
revocation are used to control the damage from malicious attacks; (5) re-keying and sleep patterns are
introduced for back-end system to update sensor’s lifetime to increase the availability of WSNs. Compared with other related schemes, we show that the proposed ES2S-APKE scheme can be efficiently
implemented in limited-resource sensor devices due to the usage of cryptology based on Elliptic Curve
Cryptography that is more efficient than schemes based on the RSA or ElGamal solutions.
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